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"Large enough to make the difference - Small enough to really care!"
Shipping FOB Columbia, MD. Prices subject to change without notice. 

Pictures Model#: Product NET MSRP

B0792KTHKJ Amazon Echo Dot 3rd Gen - Charcoal $46.99 $49.99

B0792K2BK6 Amazon Echo Dot 3rd Gen - Heather Gray $46.99 $49.99

B0792R1RSN Amazon Echo Dot 3rd Gen - Sandstone $46.99 $49.99

B06XCM9LJ4 Amazon Echo (2nd Generation) - Charcoal Fabric $89.99 $99.99

B06XXM5BPP Amazon Echo (2nd Generation) - Sandstone Fabric $89.99 $99.99

B0749WVS7J Amazon Echo (2nd Generation) - Heather Gray Fabric $89.99 $99.99

B077SXWSRP Amazon Echo Show - Charcoal $206.10 $229.99

Amazon Echo Family



B077THMYGN Amazon Echo Show - Sandstone $206.10 $229.99

B07H1QBW2L
Amazon Echo Plus (2nd Gen) Bundle with Philips Hue 

Bulb - Charcoal
$134.99 $149.99

B07H18JY6D
Amazon Echo Plus (2nd Gen) Bundle with Philips Hue 

Bulb - Heather Gray
$134.99 $149.99

B07H1D6821
Amazon Echo Plus (2nd Gen) Bundle with Philips Hue 

Bulb - Sandstone
$134.99 $149.99

B073SQYXTW Amazon Echo Spot - Black $116.91 $129.99

B073SRJD46 Amazon Echo Spot - White $116.91 $129.99

B01MZEEFNX Amazon Smart Plug, works with Alexa $22.49 $24.99

B00ZV9RDKK
Amazon Fire TV Stick with Alexa Voice Remote 

Streaming Media Player
$35.99 $39.99

Fire TV



B01N32NCPM
Amazon Fire TV with 4K Ultra HD and Alexa Voice 

Remote (Pendant Design) | Streaming Media Player
$62.99 $69.99

B01GEW27DA
Fire 7 Tablet with Alexa, 7" Display, 8 GB, Black - with 

Special Offers
$49.99 $49.99

B01J94SWWU
Fire HD 8 Tablet with Alexa, 8" HD Display, 16 GB, Black - 

with Special Offers
$79.99 $79.99

B00ZV9PXP2
Kindle, 6" E Ink Display, Wi-Fi

Includes Special Offers
$79.99 $79.99

B00OQVZDJM
Kindle Paperwhite, 6" High Res Display

Built-in Light, Wi-Fi
$119.00 $119.00

B00IOY8XWQ
Kindle Voyage 6" High Res Display

with Adaptive Built-in Light, PagePress Sensors
$199.99 $199.99

Fire Tablets

Amazon Kindle eReaders



"Large enough to make the difference - Small enough to really care!"
Shipping FOB Columbia, MD. Prices subject to change without notice. 

Pictures Model#: Product NET MSRP

MMEF2AM/A Apple AirPods $152.64 $159.00

MQHW2LL/A

MQHV2LL/A

Apple HomePod - Space Gray

Apple HomePod - White
$342.99 $349.99

MU662LL/A
Apple Watch Series 4 40mm  (GPS Only, Space Gray 

Aluminum Case, Black Sport Band) 
$391.02 $399.00

MU6D2LL/A
Apple Watch Series 4 44mm  (GPS Only, Space Gray 

Aluminum Case, Black Sport Band) 
$420.42 $429.00

MU642LL/A
Apple Watch Series 4 (GPS Only, 40mm, Silver 

Aluminum, White Sport Band)
$391.02 $399.00

MU6A2LL/A Apple Watch Series 4 (GPS Only, 44mm, Silver 

Aluminum, White Sport Band)

$420.42 $429.00

MU682LL/A
Apple Watch Series 4 (GPS Only, 40mm, Gold 

Aluminum, Pink Sand Sport Band)
$391.02 $399.00

MU6F2LL/A
Apple Watch Series 4 (GPS Only, 44mm, Gold 

Aluminum, Pink Sand Sport Band)
$420.42 $429.00

MQD22LL/A Apple TV 4K - 32 GB $171.84 $179.00

MQD22LL/A-

HDMI

Apple TV 4K - 32 GB

Bundle with V7 6-foot HDMI Cable
$188.35 $208.99



MP7P2LL/A Apple TV 4K - 64 GB $191.04 $199.00

MP7P2LL/A-

HDMI

Apple TV 4K - 64 GB

Bundle with V7 6-foot HDMI Cable
$204.15 $228.99



"Large enough to make the difference - Small enough to really care!"
Shipping FOB Columbia, MD. Prices subject to change without notice. 
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iPad (2018) - Free Laser Engraving ($99 value)

MR7F2LL/A  32GB Wi-Fi - Space Gray $329.00 $329.00

MR7J2LL/A  128GB Wi-Fi - Space Gray $429.00 $429.00

MR7G2LL/A  32GB Wi-Fi - Silver $329.00 $329.00

Space Gray MR7K2LL/A  128GB Wi-Fi - Silver $429.00 $429.00

MRJN2LL/A  32GB Wi-Fi - Gold $329.00 $329.00

MRJP2LL/A  128GB Wi-Fi - Gold $429.00 $429.00

MR6Y2LL/A  32GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Space Gray $459.00 $459.00

Silver MR7C2LL/A  128GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Space Gray $559.00 $559.00

MR702LL/A  32GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Silver $459.00 $459.00

MR7D2LL/A  128GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Silver $559.00 $559.00

MRM52LL/A  32GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Gold $459.00 $459.00

Gold MRM82LL/A  128GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Gold $559.00 $559.00

iPad Pro 12.9-Inch 3rd Gen - Free Laser Engraving ($99 value)

MTEL2LL/A 64GB Wi-Fi - Space Gray $999.00 $999.00

MTFL2LL/A  256GB Wi-Fi - Space Gray $1,139.00 $1,139.00

MTFP2LL/A 512GB Wi-Fi - Space Gray $1,349.00 $1,349.00

MTFR2LL/A 1TB Wi-Fi - Space Gray $1,749.00 $1,749.00

MTEM2LL/A  64GB Wi-Fi - Silver $999.00 $999.00

MTFN2LL/A  256GB Wi-Fi - Silver $1,139.00 $1,139.00

MTFQ2LL/A 512GB Wi-Fi - Silver $1,349.00 $1,349.00

MTFT2LL/A 1TB Wi-Fi - Silver $1,749.00 $1,749.00

MTHN2LL/A 64GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Space Gray $1,149.00 $1,149.00

MTJ02LL/A  256GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Space Gray $1,299.00 $1,299.00

MTJH2LL/A 512GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Space Gray $1,499.00 $1,499.00

MTJU2LL/A 1TB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Space Gray $1,899.00 $1,899.00

MTHU2LL/A 64GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Silver $1,149.00 $1,149.00

MTJA2LL/A  256GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Silver $1,299.00 $1,299.00

MTJN2LL/A 512GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Silver $1,499.00 $1,499.00

MTL02LL/A 1TB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Silver $1,899.00 $1,899.00

iPad Pro 11-Inch - Free Laser Engraving ($99 value)

MTXN2LL/A 64GB Wi-Fi - Space Gray $799.00 $799.00

MTXQ2LL/A  256GB Wi-Fi - Space Gray $949.00 $949.00

MTXT2LL/A 512GB Wi-Fi - Space Gray $1,149.00 $1,149.00

MTXV2LL/A 1TB Wi-Fi - Space Gray $1,549.00 $1,549.00

MTXP2LL/A  64GB Wi-Fi - Silver $799.00 $799.00

MTXR2LL/A  256GB Wi-Fi - Silver $949.00 $949.00

MTXU2LL/A 512GB Wi-Fi - Silver $1,149.00 $1,149.00

MTXW2LL/A 1TB Wi-Fi - Silver $1,549.00 $1,549.00

MU0T2LL/A 64GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Space Gray $949.00 $949.00

MU162LL/A  256GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Space Gray $1,099.00 $1,099.00

MU1K2LL/A 512GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Space Gray $1,299.00 $1,299.00

MU202LL/A 1TB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Space Gray $1,699.00 $1,699.00

MU0Y2LL/A 64GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Silver $949.00 $949.00

MU1D2LL/A  256GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Silver $1,099.00 $1,099.00



MU1U2LL/A 512GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Silver $1,299.00 $1,299.00

MU282LL/A 1TB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Silver $1,699.00 $1,699.00

iPad Pro 10.5-Inch - Free Laser Engraving ($99 value)

MQDT2LL/A 64GB Wi-Fi - Space Gray $649.00 $649.00

MPDY2LL/A  256GB Wi-Fi - Space Gray $799.00 $799.00

MPGH2LL/A 512GB Wi-Fi - Space Gray $999.00 $999.00

MQDW2LL/A  64GB Wi-Fi - Silver $649.00 $649.00

MPF02LL/A  256GB Wi-Fi - Silver $799.00 $799.00

MPGJ2LL/A 512GB Wi-Fi - Silver $999.00 $999.00

MQDX2LL/A  64GB Wi-Fi - Gold $649.00 $649.00

MPF12LL/A  256GB Wi-Fi - Gold $799.00 $799.00

MPGK2LL/A 512GB Wi-Fi - Gold $999.00 $999.00

MQDY2LL/A  64GB Wi-Fi - Rose Gold $649.00 $649.00

MPF22LL/A  256GB Wi-Fi - Rose Gold $799.00 $799.00

MPGL2LL/A 512GB Wi-Fi - Rose Gold $999.00 $999.00

MQEY2LL/A 64GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Space Gray $779.00 $779.00

MPHG2LL/A  256GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Space Gray $929.00 $929.00

MPME2LL/A 512GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Space Gray $1,129.00 $1,129.00

MQF02LL/A  64GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Silver $779.00 $779.00

MPHH2LL/A  256GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Silver $929.00 $929.00

MPMF2LL/A 512GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Silver $1,129.00 $1,129.00

MQF12LL/A  64GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Gold $779.00 $779.00

MPHJ2LL/A  256GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Gold $929.00 $929.00

MPMG2LL/A 512GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Gold $1,129.00 $1,129.00

MQF22LL/A  64GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Rose Gold $779.00 $779.00

MPHK2LL/A  256GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Rose Gold $929.00 $929.00

MPMH2LL/A 512GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Rose Gold $1,129.00 $1,129.00

iPad mini 4 - Free Laser Engraving ($99 value)
MK9N2LL/A  128GB Wi-Fi - Space Gray $399.00 $399.00

MK9P2LL/A  128GB Wi-Fi - Silver $399.00 $399.00

MK9Q2LL/A  128GB Wi-Fi - Gold $399.00 $399.00

MK8D2LL/A  128GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Space Gray $529.00 $529.00

MK8E2LL/A  128GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Silver $529.00 $529.00

MK8F2LL/A  128GB Wi-Fi + Cellular - Gold $529.00 $529.00
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urBeats3 Wired Earphones with Lightning Connector

Yellow - MUHU2

Coral - MUHV2

Beats by Dr. Dre urBeats3 Wired Earphones with 3.5 mm Plug

Beats by Dr. Dre EP Headphones

Black - ML992

Red - ML9C2

Beats EP on-ear headphone delivers masterfully tuned sound. Its battery-

free design offers unlimited playback and its sleek, durable frame is 

reinforced with lightweight stainless steel. Beats EP is an ideal introduction 

to Beats for any music lover seeking a dynamic listening experience.

Available in:

$110.46 $129.95White - ML9A2

Blue - ML9D2

urBeats3 wired earphones feature fine-tuned acoustic design via an axial-

aligned driver to deliver an exceptional listening experience. This means that 

no matter what music you're playing, you'll get optimized sound output. 

Laser-precision venting provides micro-pressure balanced bass while dual-

chamber acoustics deliver synchronized sound and natural tonality across all 

types of music.

Available in:

$53.95 $59.95
Black - MU982

urBeats3 earphones with Lightning Connector feature fine-tuned acoustic 

design via an axial-aligned driver to deliver an exceptional listening 

experience. This means that no matter what music you're playing, you'll get 

optimized sound output. Laser-precision venting provides micro-pressure 

balanced bass while dual-chamber acoustics deliver synchronized sound and 

natural tonality across all types of music.

Available in:

$53.95 $59.95Satin Silver - MU9A2

Black - MU992

Blue - MUHT2



BeatsX Earphones

Powerbeats3 Wireless In-Ear Headphones

Solo3 Wireless On-Ear Headphones

With up to 40 hours of battery life, Beats Solo3 Wireless is your perfect 

everyday headphone. With Fast Fuel, a 5-minute charge gives you 3 hours of 

playback. Enjoy award-winning Beats sound with Class 1 Bluetooth® wireless 

listening freedom. The on-ear, cushioned ear cups are adjustable so you can 

customize your fit for all-day comfort.

Available in:

$241.18 $299.95Gloss Black- MNEN2

Gloss White - MNEP2

Inspired by LeBron James, the Beats by Dr. Dre Powerbeats2 Wireless 

headphones are exceptionally light and deliver the power of dual-driver 

acoustics to propel you through rigorous workouts. The IPX-4 sweat- and 

water-resistance rating means Powerbeats2 Wireless are tough from ear 

bud to the tangle-free cable wrap around. There's also over-molding on the 

RemoteTalk for a no-slip grip when you’re changing volume, switching 

tracks, and making hands-free calls.

Available in:

$161.18 $199.95White - ML8W2

Black - ML8V2

Fit for your life, BeatsX earphones are the perfect wireless companion. 

Experience authentic, clear sound throughout your day with up to 8 hours of 

battery life. With Fast Fuel, a 5-minute charge gives you 2 hours of playback. 

Its unique Flex-Form cable provides all-day comfort and easy pocket 

portability, while eartip options provide a personalized fit.

Available in:

$107.96 $119.95Black - MTH52

Satin Silver - MTH62



Studio3 Wireless Over‑Ear Headphones 

Red - MQD02

Porcelain Rose - MQUG2

Blue - MQCY2

Pro Headphones

Pill+ Wireless Bluetooth Speaker

Beats Pill+ is designed to go wherever you do and fill the room with a rich 

clear sound field that has as much power as it does definition. With a sleek 

interface, the Beats Pill+ is intuitive to use and brings people together with 

engaging features for a unique shared listening experience.

Available in:

$156.95 $179.95Black - ML4M2LL/A

White - ML4P2LL/A

Beats Pro over-ear headphones are made for relentless, heavy-duty use in 

the studio or in the club. Delivering superb audio at all times, Beats Pro 

headphones give you deep bass response and sound across the spectrum. 

That's because they use no amplification or noise cancellation circuitry that 

adds other frequencies, colors the sound, or compromises bass response.

Available in:
$321.94 $399.95

Infinite Black - MHA22AM/A

Beats Studio3 Wireless headphones deliver a premium listening experience 

with Pure Adaptive Noise Cancelling (Pure ANC) to actively block external 

noise, and real-time audio calibration to preserve clarity, range and 

emotion. It continuously pinpoints external sounds to block while 

automatically responding to individual fit in real-time, optimising sound 

output to preserve a premium listening experience the way artists intended.

Available in:

$279.96 $349.95Matte Black - MQ562

White - MQ572
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783342-0100
SoundLink® Micro Bluetooth® speaker - Black/Black 

Strap
$90.00 $99.00

783342-0500
SoundLink® Micro Bluetooth® speaker - Midnight 

Blue/Smoky Violet Strap
$90.00 $99.00

783342-0900
SoundLink® Micro Bluetooth® speaker - Bright 

Orange/Dark Plum Strap 
$90.00 $99.00

752195-0100 SoundLink® Color Bluetooth® speaker II - Soft Black $110.00 $129.00

752195-0200 SoundLink® Color Bluetooth® speaker II - Polar White $110.00 $129.00

752195-0400 SoundLink® Color Bluetooth® speaker II - Coral Red $110.00 $129.00

Mostly all of the Bose brand is available!

Ask your sales rep if you do not see the model you are looking for

Speakers



752195-0500 SoundLink® Color Bluetooth® speaker II - Aquatic Blue $110.00 $129.00

739523-1110 SoundLink® Revolve - Triple Black $175.56 $199.00

739523-1310 SoundLink® Revolve - Lux Gray $175.56 $199.00

739617-1110 SoundLink® Revolve+ - Triple Black $265.56 $299.00

739617-1310 SoundLink® Revolve+ - Lux Gray $265.56 $299.00

731396-1100 SoundTouch® 10 wireless music system - Black $176.67 $199.00

731396-1200 SoundTouch® 10 wireless music system - White $176.67 $199.00

738031-1310 Wave® SoundTouch® music system IV – Silver $545.56 $599.00



738031-1710 Wave® SoundTouch® music system IV – Black $545.56 $599.00

738063-1100 SoundTouch® 20 Series III wireless music system - Black $308.89 $349.00

738063-1200 SoundTouch® 20 Series III wireless music system - White $308.89 $349.00

738102-1100 SoundTouch® 30 Series III wireless music system - Black $441.11 $499.00

738102-1200 SoundTouch® 30 Series III wireless music system - White $441.11 $499.00

789564-0010 QuietComfort® 35 wireless headphones II - Black $308.89 $349.00

789564-0020 QuietComfort® 35 wireless headphones II - Silver $308.89 $349.00

718839-0010
QuietComfort® 20 Acoustic Noise Cancelling® 

headphones - Black, Apple
$227.78 $249.00

Headphones/Earbuds



718840-0010
QuietComfort® 20 Acoustic Noise Cancelling® 

headphones - Black, Samsung and Android
$227.78 $249.00

774373-0010 SoundSport® Free wireless headphones - Black $176.67 $199.00

774373-0020 SoundSport® Free wireless headphones - Midnight Blue $176.67 $199.00

774373-0030 SoundSport® Free wireless headphones - Bright Orange $176.67 $199.00

761529-0010 SoundSport® wireless headphones - Black $118.89 $149.00

761529-0020 SoundSport® wireless headphones - Aqua $118.89 $149.00

761529-0030 SoundSport® wireless headphones - Citron $118.89 $149.00

762518-0010 SoundSport® Pulse wireless headphones - Power Red $154.44 $199.00



741158-0010 SoundLink® around-ear headphones II – Black $194.44 $229.00

741158-0020 SoundLink® around-ear headphones II – White $194.44 $229.00



"Large enough to make the difference - Small enough to really care!"
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Flex2 Wireless Activity and Sleep Tracker

Charge 3 Fitness Wristband 

Versa Smartwatch

Never stop moving with Fitbit Flex. Wear this slim, stylish device all the time 

and get the motivation you need to get out and be more active. It tracks 

steps, distance, and calories burned and shows you how you’re stacking up 

against your daily goals. At night, it tracks your sleep cycle, helps you learn 

how to sleep better, and wakes you silently in the morning.

Available in:

$53.96 $59.95Black - FB403BK

Lavender - FB403LV

With a battery life lasting 4+ days, the Fitbit Versa does it all, from fitness 

tracking to playing music, monitoring your heart rate, wirelessly paying for 

stuff, and more. This Fitbit features a 1.34" LCD touchscreen display and 

comes with a small and large wristband to fit nearly any wrist.

Track your steps, gym workouts, sleep and more with the Charge 3 Fitness 

Wristband from Fitbit. With this advanced fitness tracker, you can easily 

obtain an overall view of your health thanks in large part to the 24/7 heart 

rate tracker giving you insight into your calories burned, it gives you the 

ability to optimize your workouts, track sleep habits, and even uncover 

health trends.

$134.96 $149.95Black - FB409GMBK

Blue-Gray - FB409RGGY



Ionic Fitness Watch

Introducing Fitbit Ionic—the watch designed for your life. Find the guidance 

to reach your goals with dynamic personal coaching, built-in GPS and 

continuous heart rate. Stay motivated by storing and playing 300+ songs and 

get inspired by a global fitness community. Plus, get convenient access to 

popular apps, payments on your wrist and a battery life of up to 5 days. 

Fitbit Ionic syncs automatically and wirelessly to computers and 200+ 

leading iOS, Android & Windows devices using Bluetooth 4.0 wireless 

technology.

Available in:

$269.95 $299.95Charcoal - FB503GYBK

Blue-Gray - FB503WTGY

Slate Blue - FB503CPBU

$179.96 $199.95
Black - FB504GMBK
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CHDHB-601 GoPro HERO7 White $189.99 $199.99

CHDHC-601 GoPro HERO7 Silver $284.99 $299.99

CHDHX-701 GoPro HERO7 Black $379.99 $399.99

CHDHZ-103 GoPro Fusion $664.99 $699.99

Camera + Memory Card Bundles

CHDHB-601-64MSD
GoPro HERO7 White with 64GB microSDXC 

Bundle
$218.24 $269.98

CHDHC-601-64MSD
GoPro HERO7 Silver with 64GB microSDXC 

Bundle
$318.10 $369.98

CHDHX-701-64MSD
GoPro HERO7 Black with 64GB microSDXC 

Bundle
$418.21 $469.98



CHDHZ-103-64MSD GoPro Fusion with 64GB microSDXC Bundle $721.87 $779.98
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Mint - S18SX435

Blueberry - S18SX503

Lava - S18SX611

Flamingo - S18SX625

Lemon - S18SX740

Laser Engraving - $50 setup fee for logo (one-time fee), $5 run fee per logo, per product engraved

Minimum Order Quantity is 48 pieces, must be ordered in multiples of 4

18 oz Standard Mouth Bottle with Flex Cap

Ice. Water. Go.

Keeping your fluid intake on the upside is easy when you’ve got this 

portable travel buddy. Whether you’re headed to the gym or a quick 

jaunt across town, you can easily take your refreshment with you

Available in:

$23.96 $29.95

Black - S18SX001

Graphite - S18SX050

White - S18SX110

Olive - S18SX306

Cobalt - S18SX407

Pacific - S18SX415

Hydration

Roo



Mint - S21SX435

Blueberry - S21SX503

Lava - S21SX611

Flamingo - S21SX625

Lemon - S21SX740

Roo

Black - S21ST001

Olive - S21ST306

Pacific - S21ST415

Mint - S21ST435

21 oz Standard Mouth Bottle with Flex Cap

Your perfect travel companion.

Keep life moving with our 21 oz bottle and Standard Flex Cap. It stashes 

easily into a small shoulder bag, your pack’s side pocket, or your car cup 

holder, and holds enough ice cold goodness to keep you going for hours 

without weighing you down. No wonder it's one of our bestselling water 

bottles.

Available in:

$26.36 $32.95

Black - S21SX001

Graphite - S21SX050

White - S21SX110

Olive - S21SX306

Cobalt - S21SX407

Pacific - S21SX415

21 oz Standard Mouth Bottle with Sport Cap

Hydration on the go.

They're pretty much the perfect pair—our 21 oz Standard Mouth Bottle 

and our insulated Sport Cap. Together, they're your go-anywhere 

hydration companion. It stashes easily in a small shoulder bag, your 

pack’s side pocket, or your car cup holder, and holds enough to keep you 

going for hours without weighing you down.

Available in:

$28.76 $35.95



Mint - S24SX435

Blueberry - S24SX503

Lava - S24SX611

Flamingo - S24SX625

Lemon - S24SX740

Mint - W18TS435

Blueberry - W18TS503

Lava - W18TS611

Flamingo - W18TS625

Lemon - W18TS740

18 oz Wide Mouth Bottle with Flex Cap

Wide open refreshment.

Be ready to take on whatever comes next. Our wide mouth top makes it 

simple to throw some ice into your beverage and hit the road with this 

easy to carry bottle size. Perfect for morning hikes, afternoon ski lessons, 

or evenings by the campfire, our 18 oz Wide Mouth bottle keeps your ice 

water ice cold for up to 24 hours or piping hot up to 12. You can also pair 

it with our handy Straw Lid and Hydro Flip™ Lid.

24 oz Standard Mouth Bottle with Flex Cap

Drink in the adventure.

A little more hydration lets you have a little more fun. From mountain 

trailheads to morning yoga practice, our 24 oz Standard Mouth bottle is 

just the right size for staying hydrated before, during, and after activity. 

Our largest Standard Mouth available uses TempShield™ double wall 

vacuum insulation to keep your water refreshingly ice cold for up to 24 

hours. Plus, it resists condensation, so the sides of your bottle stay dry.

Available in:

$27.96 $34.95

Black - S24SX001

Graphite - S24SX050

White - S24SX110

Olive - S24SX306

Cobalt - S24SX407

Pacific - S24SX415

Available in:

$23.96 $29.95

Black - W18TS001

Graphite - W18TS050

White - W18TS110

Olive - W18TS306

Cobalt - W18TS407

Pacific - W18TS415

Roo



Mint - W32TS435

Blueberry - W32TS503

Lava - W32TS611

Flamingo - W32TS625

Lemon - W32TS740

Pacific - W32SW415

Mint - W32SW435

Flamingo - W32SW625

Available in:

$31.96 $39.95

Black - W32TS001

Graphite - W32TS050

White - W32TS110

Olive - W32TS306

Cobalt - W32TS407

Pacific - W32TS415

Roo

32 oz Wide Mouth Bottle with Straw Lid

Made for the outdoors.

Sip your way through all-day adventures. Big enough for a whole day on 

the river or trails, our 32 oz Wide Mouth Bottle is made with professional-

grade stainless steel and a wider opening for faster fill. And because it’s 

designed with TempShield™ double wall vacuum insulation, it keeps your 

ice water refreshingly ice cold up to 24 hours and hot drinks hot up to 

12.

$35.96 $44.95Black - W32SW001

Graphite - W32SW050

White - W32SW110

32 oz Wide Mouth Bottle with Flex Cap

Available in:

Made for the outdoors.

Big enough for a whole day in the backcountry, our 32 oz Wide Mouth 

bottle is made with professional-grade stainless steel and a wider 

opening for faster fill. And because it’s designed with TempShield™ 

double wall vacuum insulation, it keeps your ice water refreshingly ice 

cold up to 24 hours and hot drinks hot up to 12. Which means you’ll 

always have the perfect temperature drink.



Mint - W40TS435

Blueberry - W40TS503

Lava - W40TS611

Flamingo - W40TS625

Lemon - W40TS740

40 oz Wide Mouth Bottle with Flex Cap

More of a good thing.

From road trips to endless hours at the beach, our 40 oz Wide Mouth 

bottle keeps you well-hydrated from sun up to sun down. TempShield™ 

double wall vacuum insulation makes sure your water stays icy cold up 

to 24 hours or your coffee piping hot up to 12.

64 oz Wide Mouth Bottle with Flex Cap

Roo

All day refreshment.

Whether you’re overnighting near Yellowstone or car camping at a 

festival, our 64 oz Wide Mouth bottle makes sure there’s more than 

enough refreshment to go around. It’s made with professional-grade 

stainless steel and TempShield™ double wall vacuum insulation to keep 

your water refreshingly ice cold or piping hot down to the very last sip.

Available in:

$47.96 $59.95Black - W64TS001

White - W64TS110

Cobalt - W64TS407

Mint - W64TS435

Available in:

$34.36 $42.95

Black - W40TS001

Graphite - W40TS050

White - W40TS110

Olive - W40TS306

Cobalt - W40TS407

Pacific - W40TS415



Mint - TSL435

Blueberry - TSL503

Lava - TSL611

Flamingo - TSL625

Lemon - TSL740

Mint - TXL435

Blueberry - TXL503

Lava - TXL611

Flamingo - TXL625

Lemon - TXL740

32 oz Tumbler with Lid

Your new go-to.

Bigger adventures call for bigger refreshment, and our 32 oz Tumbler is 

the perfect cup for the job. From bonfires at the beach to barbecues in 

the backyard, our larger Tumbler still fits comfortably in one hand, 

leaving your other hand free to score that last bison burger. Plus, 

TempShield™ double wall vacuum insulation keeps your frozen 

margaritas or iced green teas icy for up to 24 hours, and your spiced 

ciders piping hot ‘till the sun goes down.

Available in:

$31.96 $39.95

Black - TXL001

Graphite - TXL050

White - TXL110

Olive - TXL306

Cobalt - TXL407

Pacific - TXL415

Drinkware
22 oz Tumbler with Lid

Meet your favorite cup.

Our 22 oz Tumbler with TempShield™ double wall vacuum insulation 

knows how to take good care of your strawberry smoothies and lemon-

ginger kombuchas — keeping them ice cold for up to 24 hours. When it's 

time to refuel with an afternoon latte, it'll stay piping hot for up to 6 

hours. Top it all off with one of our compatible splash-proof lids, and you 

can roll through the day without worrying about spills.

Available in:

$23.96 $29.95

Black - TSL001

Graphite - TSL050

White - TSL110

Olive - TSL306

Cobalt - TSL407

Pacific - TSL415



Mint - W12FP435

Blueberry - W12FP503

Lava - W12FP611

Flamingo - W12FP625

Lemon - W12FP740

Coffee
12 oz Wide Mouth Coffee Mug with Hydro Flip Lid

12 ounces of instant "morning person."

Early morning adventures are better with our 12 oz Coffee Flask along 

for the ride. TempShield™ double wall insulation keeps your iced coffee 

cold for up to 24 hours or your hot dose of caffeine hot for up to 6. Plus, 

it fits under most coffee brewing systems, so it’s easy to pour, sip, and 

go.

Available in:

$17.56 $21.95

Black - W12FP001

Graphite - W12FP050

White - W12FP110

Olive - W12FP306

Cobalt - W12FP407

Pacific - W12FP415

Roo

Roo
16 oz Wide Mouth Coffee Mug with Hydro Flip Lid



Mint - W16FP435

Blueberry - W16FP503

Lava - W16FP611

Flamingo - W16FP625

Lemon - W16FP740

Mint - W20FP435

Blueberry - W20FP503

Lava - W20FP611

Flamingo - W20FP625

Lemon - W20FP740

20 oz Wide Mouth Coffee Mug with Hydro Flip Lid

Caffeine lovers rejoice.

From snowy trails to secret swimming holes, this hardy-sized 20 oz 

Coffee Flask will keep you fully caffeinated every step of the way. Made 

with TempShield™ double wall vacuum insulation, your coffee will stay 

piping hot for up to 12 hours or cold brews icy for up to 24. And our 

professional-grade stainless steel means there’s never any flavor left 

behind or transferred to your next drink.

Available in:

$22.36 $27.95

Black - W20FP001

Graphite - W20FP050

White - W20FP110

Olive - W20FP306

Cobalt - W20FP407

Pacific - W20FP415

Caffeinate and go.

Not too big, not too small — our 16 oz Coffee Flask is just right. The 

same size as a large at most coffee shops, this flask delivers your daily 

caffeine fix without the disposable cup. TempShield™ double wall 

vacuum insulation keeps your chai tea latte hot for up to 12 hours and 

your cold brews icy for up to 24. Whether morning will be spent around 

a cozy campfire or commuting to the office, the 16 oz Coffee Flask will 

make the day a little brighter.

Available in:

$19.96 $24.95

Black - W16FP001

Graphite - W16FP050

White - W16FP110

Olive - W16FP306

Cobalt - W16FP407

Pacific - W16FP415

Roo



Pacific - V10415

Mint - V10435

Lava - V10611

Olive - R10306

Pacific - R10415

Mint - R10435

Lava - R10611

10 oz Rocks  with Lid

Ice Cold. Easy to hold.

Drinks and adventures are even better on the rocks. With our 10 oz 

Rocks, you can enjoy rum on Mt. Rainier, or bourbon at Big Sur. Plus, 

TempShield™ double wall vacuum insulation keeps your beverage chilled 

and your ice from melting.

Our 10 oz Rocks was designed with beveled bottom, providing the 

perfect no-slip shelf for your pinky finger. The 22 oz Tumbler lid is 

compatible and comes with your Rocks to help reduce spills at the 

campsite or in the backyard.

Available in:

$23.96 $29.95
Black - R10001

Graphite - R10050

White - R10110

Olive - R10306

Spirits
10 oz Wine Tumbler with Lid

Remote meets refined.

Make any hour happier with our insulated 10 oz Wine Tumbler. From 

picnics in the park to panoramic vistas, enjoy your favorite reds, whites, 

and rosés at the perfect temperature. The Wine Tumbler holds two 

standard pours, plus it pairs with our insulated 25 oz Wine Bottle.

Available in:

$23.96 $29.95
Black - V10001

Graphite - V10050

White - V10110

Olive - V10306

Roo



Pacific - V25415

Mint - V25435

Lava - V25611

Cobalt - P16407

Pacific - P16415

Mint - P16435

Lava - P16611

16 oz True Pint

Keep your libations frosty, from first sip to last drop.

Meet your new favorite drinking buddy, our 16 oz True Pint. Whether 

your regular watering hole is around a campfire or at the beach with 

your crew, our easily packable and stackable True Pint keeps your 

beverage of choice refreshingly cold. The slim design means your pint fits 

in your hand just right, so you can keep your other hand free for s’mores.

Available in:

$19.96 $24.95
Black - P16001

Graphite - P16050

White - P16110

Olive - P16306

25 oz Wine Bottle

Adventure uncorked.

Our new 25 oz Wine Bottle makes it easy to bring your favorite vintages 

along on any adventure. It holds an entire bottle of wine and features 

TempShield™ double wall vacuum insulation to keep your favorite wine 

at the perfect temperature. And, since it’s made with durable pro-grade 

stainless steel, it won’t retain or transfer flavors, which means tonight’s 

Rosé won’t pick up any notes from last week’s Zinfandel.

Available in:

$35.96 $44.95
Black - V25001

Graphite - V25050

White - V25110

Olive - V25306

Roo



Olive - G32306

Pacific - G32415

Olive - G64306

Pacific - G64415

64 oz Beer Growler

Fresh beer, way out here.

Happy hour is even happier with our 64 oz Growler. From binge-

watching campfires to counting constellations, our Fresh Carry System™ 

and TempShield™ double wall vacuum insulation keep every sip of your 

IPA or kombucha as carbonated and icy cold as when it was first poured. 

Plus, the streamlined handle makes our Growler easy to carry from 

tailgate to camping chair — and even easier to pour into our handy 16 oz 

True Pints.

Available in:

$51.96 $64.95Black - G64001

Graphite - G64050

White - G64110

32 oz Beer Growler

From tap to trailhead.

How does our 32 oz Growler keep your lagers, ciders, and kombuchas 

cold and carbonated down to the very last sip? It’s all thanks to our Fresh 

Carry System™ and TempShield™ double wall vacuum insulation. Can’t 

decide which brew to bring? Grab two growlers! They’re small enough to 

toss in a pack (or hold in your hand) and feature a streamlined handle, 

which makes them easy to carry and even easier to share.

Available in:

$35.96 $44.95Black - G32001

Graphite - G32050

White - G32110

Roo



18 oz Food Flask

Gourmet on the go.

After a few hours navigating rapids, hitting the slopes, or corralling 

kiddos, you’ll be happy to see that what you put inside our 18 oz Food 

Flask is still as piping hot or ice cold as when you packed it. From hot 

soups to frozen smoothies, it keeps your favorite foods at the perfect 

temperature. And professional-grade stainless steel means it won’t 

retain or transfer flavors.

Available in:

$27.96 $34.95Pacific - F18B415

Mint - F18B435

Lava - F18B611

Food
12 oz Food Flask

Feed your inner foodie.

Big and small adventures are more fun with good snacks. No matter if 

your plans include chasing waterfalls or seeking out snowflakes, be sure 

to take our 12 oz Food Flask along for the ride. From hot soups to frozen 

smoothies, it keeps your favorite foods the perfect temperature. And 

since it’s made with professional-grade stainless steel, it won’t retain or 

transfer flavors. That means today’s chicken noodle won’t remind you of 

yesterday’s Very Berry Banana.

Available in:

$23.96 $29.95Pacific - F12B415

Mint - F12B435

Lava - F12B611



"Large enough to make the difference - Small enough to really care!"
Shipping FOB Columbia, MD. Prices subject to change without notice. 

Pictures Model#: Product NET MSRP
Mini Jambox

MINI JAMBOX by Jawbone brings beautiful, wireless sound to any 

experience. Get the most out of every moment with the speaker that 

goes wherever you do. It’s the perfect way to play music, movies, games 

and more — no matter where you are — so you can make every 

experience complete.

Activate Multi Play to connect two MINI JAMBOX speakers for twice the 

sound. Team up with a friend to alternate songs and DJ effortlessly—just 

one more reason to get together.

Available in:

$59.00 $129.99
Graphite - J2013-13



"Large enough to make the difference - Small enough to really care!"
Shipping FOB Columbia, MD. Prices subject to change without notice. 

Pictures Model Product NET MSRP

$879.20 $1,099.00

$1,359.20 $1,699.00Model - BJ24RH

More available grilling space than any other grill!

Big Joe is the workhorse of the grill world. It offers more available grilling 

surface than any other ceramic grill. That means more burgers, more brats, 

more steaks. And more friends with grill envy!

Premium 24" Ceramic Grill with Sturdy Cart,

Locking Wheels

Built-in Thermometer

Folding HDPE (high density polyethylene) Side Shelves/Handle

Divide & Conquer Flexible Cooking System: - New, now standard in 2014

Multi-Position Stainless Steel Rack

Two 304 Stainless Steel Halved Grill Grates

Two Ceramic Halved Heat Deflectors

Patented Slide-Out Ash Drawer

Grill Gripper

Ash Tool

Classic Joe 18"

It comes with everything you need to grill ,sear and smoke. It's the best 

built, best backed, most versatile grill. It has the most available cooking 

surface in its class. Moister meats and the wood-fire flavor. Your friends will 

be green with envy.

Premium 18" Ceramic Grill with Sturdy Cart,

Locking Wheels

Built-in Thermometer

Folding HDPE (high density polyethylene) Side Shelves/Handle

Divide & Conquer Flexible Cooking System: - New, now standard in 2014

Multi-Position Stainless Steel Rack

Two 304 Stainless Steel Halved Grill Grates

Two Ceramic Halved Heat Deflectors

Patented Slide-Out Ash Drawer

Grill Gripper

Ash Tool

Model - KJ23RH

Big Joe 24"



$439.20 $549.00

Joe Jr.

Introducing Joe Jr, the Kamado Joe grill designed to take along. Joe Jr lets 

you take ceramic grill cooking with you to the ballgame, the beach, the 

cabin or on the camping trip. It’s portable, it’s compact, and you’ll wonder 

how you did without it!

Premium 13.5" Ceramic Grill with Sturdy Stand

Built-in Thermometer

304 Stainless Steel Cooking Grate

Ceramic Heat Deflector

Grill Gripper

Ash Tool

Model - KJ13RH

Over 100 Kamado Joe accessories are also available!

Call your sales rep for more information



"Large enough to make the difference - Small enough to really care!"
Shipping FOB Columbia, MD. Prices subject to change without notice. 

Pictures Model#: Product NET MSRP

119255

Keurig® K55 Coffee Maker - Platinum

Minimum Order Quantity - 20

$91.73 $119.99

121693

Keurig® K-Select Coffee Maker

Minimum Order Quantity - 20

$107.02 $129.99

Brushed Silver 

Keurig® K-Elite™ Single Serve Coffee Maker

Minimum Order Quantity - 15

$147.00 $169.99

Ask Your Sales Rep!

Keurig Accessories and Coffee

Keurig Coffee Makers 



"Large enough to make the difference - Small enough to really care!"
Shipping FOB Columbia, MD. Prices subject to change without notice. 

Pictures Model#: Product NET MSRP

Wireless
10,000mAh charge stream powerstation wireless XL

6,040mAh charge stream powerstation wireless

wireless charging base

$69.95 $99.95
Model - 401101510

$55.97 $79.95
Model - 401101514

Call your sales rep for complete line details!

Mophie requires orders to be in case pack quantities of 5

The charge stream powerstation wireless from mophie is a portable solution 

that can recharge up to two mobile devices while you're on-the-go. The 

powerstation is equipped with a 6,040mAh battery, which supports Qi 

Wireless Charging Technology for powering devices sans cable. Moreover, 

this power bank can deliver a maximum of 5W when charging wirelessly and 

10W when charging via cable, so you're covered in various circumstances. It 

also features a single USB Type-C and USB Type-A port for recharging your 

devices simultaneously. Furthermore, the powerstation utilizes Priority+, 

which is designed to prioritize your connected device's charge over its own.

Available in:

The charge stream powerstation wireless XL from mophie is a portable 

solution that can recharge up to two mobile devices while you're on-the-go. 

The powerstation is equipped with a 10,000mAh battery, which supports Qi 

Wireless Charging Technology for powering devices sans cable. Moreover, 

this power bank can deliver a maximum of 5W when charging wirelessly and 

10W when charging via cable, so you're covered in various circumstances. It 

also features a single USB Type-C and USB Type-A port for recharging your 

devices simultaneously. Furthermore, the powerstation utilizes Priority+, 

which is designed to prioritize your connected device's charge over its own.

Available in:



Mophie powerstation AC Made for Laptops, Tablets, Smartphones and other USB & AC devices

Core Series
Powerstation Mini

Talk, play and browse longer than ever with the new mophie powerstation 

mini universal battery. This 3,000mAh battery will give your smartphone 

more than one additional charge. The slim design and premium aluminum 

finish make this pocket-sized model easy to carry.

3,000 mAh

Available in:

$20.97 $29.95

$59.95
Model - 4116

mophie makes charging your iPhone easier than ever. This wireless charging 

pad includes the latest Qi technology and delivers up to 7.5W fast-charging 

speeds to your phone on contact. The non-slip finish ensures perfect 

placement and the included wall adapter means you get everything you 

need to get charging right in the box. 

Introducing an external battery that can power all of your power-hungry 

devices, even the ones that require an AC outlet. The powerstation AC is a 

high-capacity universal battery with enough power to fully charge a 

MacBook or provide an hour of extra battery when connected to a 90W 

laptop.

Available in:

$139.97 $199.95
Model - 4167

Available in:

$49.95



Pink - 3646

Purple - 3647

Powerstation

Powerstation XL

Talk, play and browse longer than ever with the new mophie powerstation 

XL universal battery. This 10,000mAh universal battery is packed with more 

power then ever. Get more than three additional charges on your 

smartphone. Two USB ports let you charge multiple devices.

10,000 mAh

Available in:

$49.97 $69.95

Available in:

$34.97 $49.95Space Gray - 3559

Rose Gold - 3560

Gold - 3561

$20.97 $29.95Black - 3556

White - 3557

Blue - 3558

Talk, play and browse longer than ever with the new mophie powerstation 

universal battery. This 6,000mAh universal battery is packed with more 

power then ever with two additional charges on your smartphone. Two USB 

ports let you charge multiple devices.

6,000 mAh



Powerstation XXL

Integrated Series
Powerstation Plus Mini

Powerstation Plus

$55.97 $79.95

The mophie powerstation plus mini universal battery combines a compact 

design, premium feel and built-in switch-tip charging cable that charges 

both Apple and micro USB devices. This 4,000mAh battery gives you more 

than one additional charge on your smartphone or tablet.

4,000 mAh

$49.97 $69.95Space Gray - 3562

Rose Gold - 3563

Gold - 3564

Talk, play and browse longer than ever with the new mophie powerstation 

XXL universal battery. This 20,000mAh universal battery is packed with more 

power then ever. Get more than seven additional charges on your 

smartphone. Three USB ports let you charge multiple devices.

20,000 mAh

Available in:

$69.97 $99.95Space Gray - 3565

Rose Gold - 3566

Space Gray - 3460

Gold - 3542

Rose Gold - 3543

Available in:

$41.97 $59.95

The powerstation plus combines a compact design, premium feel and built-

in switch-tip charging cable that charges both Apple and micro USB devices. 

This 6,000mAh battery gives you more than two additional charges on your 

smartphone or tablet. A second USB port lets you charge two devices at the 

same time.

6,000 mAh

Available in:



Powerstation Plus XL

$55.97 $79.95Space Gray - 3461

Gold - 3544

Rose Gold - 3545

The powerstation plus XL combines a compact design, premium feel and 

built-in switch-tip charging cable that charges both Apple and micro USB 

devices. This 12,000mAh battery gives you more than four additional 

charges on your smartphone or one extra charge for your tablet. A second 

USB port lets you charge two devices at the same time.

12,000 mAh

Available in:

$69.97 $99.95Space Gray - 3462

Rose Gold - 3546



"Large enough to make the difference - Small enough to really care!"
Shipping FOB Columbia, MD. Prices subject to change without notice. 

Pictures Model Product NET MSRP

$20.00 $25.00

$28.00 $35.00

$36.00 $45.00

$24.00 $30.00

$28.00 $35.00

$32.00 $40.00

All colors are available! See swellbottle.com for all colors
Please note that not all colors come in all bottle sizes!

Minimum order quantity is 48, must be ordered in case packs of 16

Available in:

9oz Bottle

17oz Bottle

25 oz Bottle

Bottles

Keeps your drinks cold for 24 hours, hot for 12

18/8 double-walled stainless steel, non-toxic, non-leaching and BPA free

9oz & 17oz fit in a standard sized cup-holder

25oz holds an entire bottle of wine

Bottles do not condensate

Mouth is wide enough for ice cubes and drip-free sipping

Vacuum sealed

Travelers

Perfectly contoured to fit in your hand, the Traveler will quickly become 

your go-to for drinking on-the-go. This new wide mouth shape is optimal for 

stirring up and carrying a cup of coffee or adding ice cubes to your favorite 

beverage.

Available in:

12 oz

16 oz

20 oz

Tumblers



$20.00 $25.00

$24.00 $30.0018 oz

Stainless steel insulated tumblers are the perfect on-the-go cup. Keep drinks 

hot up to 12 hours or cold up to 12 hours with S'well.

Available in:

10 oz



"Large enough to make the difference - Small enough to really care!"
Shipping FOB Columbia, MD. Prices subject to change without notice. 
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$21.25 $25.00

$23.45 $30.00

$31.65 $35.00

Tile Mate with Replacement Battery

Tile Mate is the easiest, quickest and most reliable way to find your phone, 

keys, luggage - anything! Tile Mate easily loops onto keychains or attaches 

to anything you don't want to lose so you can find it fast. Use your 

smartphone to make your Tile Mate ring when it's nearby but out of sight, 

or use Tile Mate to ring your phone - even on silent. You can relax knowing 

our replaceable battery runs for a year with no upkeep, and then easily 

replace it yourself.

Model - EC-13001

Tile Slim

Model - EC-15001

Tile Slim is the easiest, quickest and most reliable way to find your wallet, 

phone and more. As thin as two credit cards, Tile Slim easily slides into your 

wallet, purse or pocket - anything you want to be able to find quickly. Use 

your smartphone to make your Tile Slim ring when it's nearby but out of 

sight, or use Tile Slim to ring your phone - even on silent. The easy-to-use, 

free Tile app remembers the last time and place it saw your Tile, so if you 

left it somewhere, you'll always know where to look.

Model - EC-04001

Tile Pro with Replacement Battery

The NEW Tile Pro is our most powerful Bluetooth tracker for finding all your 

things. It has a 300 foot range that's 2X our NEW Tile Mate. You can relax 

knowing our replaceable battery runs for a year with no upkeep, and then 

easily replace it yourself. This durable, water-resistant tracker is also twice 

as loud, making it easier to find everything.+





"Large enough to make the difference - Small enough to really care!"
Shipping FOB Columbia, MD. Prices subject to change without notice. 
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Red - 7789R

Ocean - 7789O

Best Sellers are listed below, but we have access to the entire brand…which can be viewed by 

clicking this link:

https://travelchair.com/

Joey Chair

The patented Joey is light, comfortable, packs down to nothing and still 

supports 300lbs. If you want full on comfort and not all the fuss, this is 

the chair for you. With a packed size about the same as a California 

burrito and a weight of 2.35 lbs, this chair can easily fit into your tote or 

backpack and still has the highest seat height in its class. Set up takes 

care of itself. With 30 years of know how and experience, we've created 

a chair weighing virtually nothing and at a far more fair price. 

Available in:

$55.22 $84.95Green - 7789G

Yellow - 7789Y

Black - 7789B

Decoration Info for Chairs:

For 24 units or more - Setup Fee - $60.00 per color, Run Charge - $3.50 run charge per color, per 

location , per piece

For less than 24 units:  $50 LTM charge

https://travelchair.com/


Red - 1389VR

Green - 1389VG

Red - 1489VR

Green - 1489VG

Available in:

Roo

Would you like to supersize that? Our patented Roo is similar in function 

to the Joey chair, but bigger. A wider and higher seating surface that has 

an even higher backrest for all the comfort you could ever need.

$74.72 $114.95Black - 7795BK

Red - 7795R

The Slacker tripod stool is a lightweight camp chair that folds down 

small, it is easy to set up and is the perfect blend between comfort, 

portable and durability. At less than 2 lbs. you can bring along this three 

legged stool on your hike or simply leave it in your trunk until it is needed 

for the next game. 

Slacker

Available in:

$13.62 $20.95Black - 1389VBK

Blue - 1389VB

Ultimate Slacker 2.0

We took our bestselling Ultimate Slacker and redesigned it. It still has the 

comfort and support of a chair with the portability of a stool, but now it 

to be even more functional with a larger seating area. And it still weights 

less than 5 lbs!

Available in:

$22.72 $34.95Black - 1489VBK

Blue - 1489VB



Red - 589VR

Green - 589VG

Lounge Lizard

Super breathable, quick drying, mildew-resistant mesh fabric.

$136.47 $209.95
Model - 2189

Side Canyon Table

The Side Canyon Table is the multi-use camp table you've have been 

missing on your adventures! It can be used as a side table, a footrest, or 

even as an extra seat.

$25.97 $39.95
Model - 2689

Available in:

$42.22 $64.95Black - 589VBK

Blue - 589VB

Easy Rider

The Easy Rider camp chair offer more comfort with an actual "V" shaped 

back, perfect for those with wider shoulders. The Easy Rider Camp Chair 

also has padded hand rests, more supple fabric to love on your backside 

and adjustable armrest, all making for a more comfortable sit. The 

unique feet are oversized so that you do not sink into soft ground and 

also come with a sole similar to gym shoes, that prevents slipping and 

marring to prevent scratching floor surfaces. Reinforcements include rip 

stop fabrics at stress points, custom plastic molded grommets and seat 

belt webbing, oversized rivets and a durable powder coated steel frame.



Side Kanpai Bamboo Table

A perfect companion for every chair, this classic and simple version of 

the side canyon table adds a little bit of glamp to any camp.

$32.47 $49.95
Model - 2689KP



"Large enough to make the difference - Small enough to really care!"
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Drinkware
20 oz Tumbler

 Seafoam - YRAM20SF

Brick Red - YRAM20BR

Navy - YRAM20N

$23.99 $29.99

30 oz Tumbler

 Seafoam - YRAM30SF

Brick Red - YRAM30BR

Navy - YRAM30N

$27.99 $34.99

Rambler Colster

 Seafoam - YRAMCOLSF

Brick Red - YRAMCOLBR

Navy - YRAMCOLN

$19.99 $24.99

Engraving Run Charge for Stainless Steel Pieces - $7.00

Engraving Run Charge for Duracoat Pieces - $5.00

Setup Cost for Drinkware - $50.00

Don’t you hate it when your favorite beverage loses its frosty (or piping 

hot) goodness before you have a chance to fully enjoy it? We sure do, and 

that’s why we over-engineered our Rambler Tumblers with kitchen-grade 

18/8 stainless steel and double-wall vacuum insulation. The result is a 

tough, hard-wearing personal drink cooler that maintains ice twice as long 

as plastic tumblers — and it works just as well for hot beverages. The lid 

that keeps your liquid in its place is easy to clean, shatterproof and crystal 

clear so you know exactly how much of your drink you still have to look 

forward to.

Brick Red and White are end of life colors. Available while supplies last

 Stainless Steel - YRAM20

 Black - YRAM20BK

Don’t you hate it when your favorite beverage loses its frosty (or piping 

hot) goodness before you have a chance to fully enjoy it? We sure do, and 

that’s why we over-engineered our Rambler Tumblers with kitchen-grade 

18/8 stainless steel and double-wall vacuum insulation. The result is a 

tough, hard-wearing personal drink cooler that maintains ice twice as long 

as plastic tumblers — and it works just as well for hot beverages. The lid 

that keeps your liquid in its place is easy to clean, shatterproof and crystal 

clear so you know exactly how much of your drink you still have to look 

forward to.

Brick Red and White are end of life colors. Available while supplies last

 Stainless Steel - YRAM30

 Black - YRAM30BK

The YETI Colster™, part of our Rambler™ series, represents the next 

evolution in can-insulating, hand-protecting technology. All the powers of 

modern science were brought to bear on this drink insulator to keep the 

contents of your 12 oz can or bottle chilled, including double-wall vacuum 

insulation and a ThermoLock™ Gasket that locks in the cold. The heavy-

duty stainless steel walls are sweat-proof, so you can high-five with 

impunity while enjoying a tasty beverage.

Brick Red and White are end of life colors. Available while supplies last

 Stainless Steel - YRAMCOL

 Black - YRAMCOLBK



Rambler Lowball

 Seafoam - YRAM10SF

Brick Red - YRAM10BR

Navy - YRAM10N

$15.99 $19.99

Rambler Lowball

 Seafoam - YRAM14SF

Brick Red - YRAM14BR

Navy - YRAM14N

$19.99 $24.99

10 oz Wine Tumbler 2-Pack

Sea Foam - 20171300196

Navy - 20171300213
$39.99 $49.99

Rambler Bottle
18 oz Bottle

 Seafoam - YRAMB18SF

Brick Red - YRAMB18BR

Navy - YRAMB18N

$23.99 $29.99

26 oz Bottle

We built the Rambler 10 oz Lowball to be your all-day drinking buddy, from 

your first cup of joe to your last nightcap. Along the way, the double-wall 

vacuum insulation will keep your hot drinks hot and your cold drinks cold 

far longer than standard mugs or cocktail glasses. And unlike your favorite 

bourbon glass, this lowball will never shatter on impact or leave a ring on 

your coffee table thanks to its 18/8 stainless steel construction and No 

Sweat™ Design.

Brick Red and White are end of life colors. Available while supplies last

 Stainless Steel - YRAM10

 Black - YRAM10BK

The 18 oz Rambler™ Bottle is a next-level insulated bottle. The perfect 

addition to your rough commutes, day hikes, or kayak sessions, this 

Rambler Bottle has the power to keep your water chilled or coffee hot until 

the last sip. Like the rest of our Rambler series, the 18 oz Rambler Bottle 

features a No Sweat™ design to keep condensation from collecting. Its 18/8 

stainless steel construction stands up to even the toughest of conditions 

and you’ll find the leakproof, insulated TripleHaul™ cap protects your truck 

cab or day pack from any unnecessary spills. 

Brick Red and White are end of life colors. Available while supplies last

 Stainless Steel - YRAMB18

 Black - YRAMB18BK

The YETI Rambler® 14 oz Mug is the toughest, most over-engineered camp 

mug out there, because your hard-earned warm mug of chili after a long 

day deserves nothing less. 18/8 stainless steel keeps contents hot (or cold) 

and hands protected. Find a color that calls to you – the mugs are available 

in stainless steel, and in DuraCoat™ Color. 

Brick Red and White are end of life colors. Available while supplies last

 Stainless Steel - YRAM14

 Black - YRAM14BK

Great minds drink alike, that's why we made the Wine Tumbler 2 Pack - 

ideal for those who like to sip back and relax with good company by their 

side and a panoramic view to boot. For added leisure, each tumbler's highly 

insulated interior retains your vino's temperature far longer than the 

average glass, that way you can savor your pour of choice for as long as you 

like. Even more, they're built with shatter-proof exteriors so dropped glass 

is officially a party foul of the past.

Brick Red and White are end of life colors. Available while supplies last

Brick Red - 20171300194

White - 20171300195



 Seafoam - YRAMB26SF

Brick Red - YRAMB26BR

Navy - YRAMB26N

$31.99 $39.99

36 oz Bottle

 Seafoam - YRAMB36SF

Brick Red - YRAMB36BR

Navy - YRAMB36N

$39.99 $49.99

Rambler Jug
Half Gallon Jug

$79.99 $99.99

One Gallon Jug

$119.99 $149.99

 Stainless Steel - YRAMB26

 Black - YRAMB26BK

We’ve brought the legendary insulating power of our Rambler™ Tumblers 

into bottle form. The 36 oz Rambler Bottle is the perfect addition to your 

blind, ranch, or boat, with enough power to keep your water cold until the 

very last drop. 

The 36 oz Rambler Bottle features a durable 18/8 stainless steel 

construction with a No Sweat™ design to keep condensation from 

collecting. Like the rest of the Rambler Bottles, it also has a TripleHaul™ cap 

for superior portability. And unlike narrow-mouthed drink bottles that are a 

hassle to fill or rinse, the Rambler Bottle features Over-the-Nose™ 

technology for easy loading, drinking, and cleaning. And it’s BPA-free.

Brick Red and White are end of life colors. Available while supplies last

 Stainless Steel - YRAMB36

 Black - YRAMB36BK

The Rambler™ 26 oz. Bottle is the right size for when you won’t be off the 

grid too long, but still want to keep a drink handy. It’s the go-to bottle for 

an afternoon hike, wetting a quick line, or solo journey that might include a 

detour. And if you want to add a more personal touch, you can even 

customize your bottle with DuraCoat™ Color, available in four different 

shades inspired by the wild. Personal, rugged, and ready for most anything, 

the Rambler 26 oz. Bottle is the perfect addition to your day’s adventure.

Brick Red and White are end of life colors. Available while supplies last

Model - YRAMGJ

The Rambler® Half Gallon Jug is built to take on the wild, whether that’s 

rough tumbles from the truck cab or fishing the Texas flats in August. Like 

the rest of the Rambler series, it’s constructed from 18/8 stainless steel, 

has double-wall vacuum insulation, and comes ready with our No Sweat™ 

Design. But this Rambler Jug is also outfitted with our MagCap™ and dock, 

so your cap is never out of reach while you grab a drink. The one-inch of lid 

insulation locks in your drink’s temperature unlike any other water jug out 

there. If you want to take your cold (or hot drinks) further for longer, 

Rambler Half Gallon Jug has you covered.

Model - YRAMHGJ

With double-wall vacuum insulation and one-inch of lid insulation, the 

Rambler One Gallon Jug is built for to keep things ice-cold (or piping hot) 

for longer. It has the same durable 18/8 stainless steel construction as the 

rest of the Rambler series, which makes it damn near indestructible, with a 

hefty stainless steel handle to make hauling your one gallon jug easy. It’s 

also outfitted with the quick securing MagCap™ and dock, so you can keep 

your cap close at hand while you grab a swig. This Rambler Jug is glacier 

sized for long days at the worksite or a rough day at the lease, so pack up 

your drinks and hit the road — your Rambler Jug is built for whatever 

comes its way.





"Large enough to make the difference - Small enough to really care!"
Shipping FOB Columbia, MD. Prices subject to change without notice. 

Pictures Model#: Description NET MSRP

Roadie Coolers

$169.99 $199.99

Tundra Coolers
TUNDRA 35

$212.49 $249.99

TUNDRA 45

$254.99 $299.99

Decoration:

Built with the same hardy one-piece construction and ice-retaining 

insulation as our Tundra ice chests, this small personal cooler is equipped 

with a heavy-duty stainless steel handle for better portability. The Roadie is 

even grizzly proof, just like its larger Tundra cousins. Take this sturdy little 

portable cooler with you to the job site, or play hooky and head down to 

your favorite fishing hole. It’s also right at home in a campsite, kayak, 

canoe, ATV or golf cart. Hitting up a BYOB party, barbecue or restaurant? 

The small Roadie cooler is the ideal size to BYOB, and the No Sweat Design 

prevents any embarrassing messes. The unbreakable, self-stopping hinges 

keep the lid propped open while you fish around for the perfect pairing. 

What beer goes best with venison sausage?

Model - YR20W/T/B

Model - YT45W/T/B

Soft coolers - Can Be Pad Printed - ask your Sales Rep!

Hard coolers - We can decorate these with a high-tack vinyl decal on the front of the cooler. The decals are 

$12.50 per piece and a one-time $50 set up per logo. There's a minimum order quantity of 5 decals...but 

there's no minimum for the actual coolers.

The ultra-portable model of our Tundra line, small enough to easily carry 

while still packing in the recommended 20 cans. It’s the best road trip 

companion you’ll ever meet — some people even refer to it as their YETI 

Car Seat. Thanks to 2 to 3 inches of cold-retaining insulation and extra-thick 

walls made from UV-resistant polyethylene, this cooler will keep your ice 

icy whether riding shotgun with you in the A/C, securely strapped to the 

back of your ATV, or basking in the sun on your boat. And even though it’s 

the smallest of our Tundra coolers, the 35 is still built to be grizzly proof. 

The Tundra 35 portable cooler also fits nicely in an inner tube, making it our 

best ice chest for floating down the river on a warm summer’s day with a 

few cold beers, if that’s the kind of thing that you’re into.

Model - YT35W/T/B

It's our customers’ top choice because of its versatile 26-can recommended 

capacity and easy portability. And of course this cooler is infused with that 

legendary YETI toughness — made from roto-molded polyethylene, it’s UV 

resistant, heavily insulated and damn-near indestructible. The durable, 

marine-grade nylon rope handles with textured grips let you easily haul 

your Tundra 45 camping cooler on short trips and quick hunting excursions. 

It’s also great for a day on the lake due to its molded-in tie-down slots and 

non-slip feet, and will even stand in as a casting platform. Like all YETI 

Coolers, it’s built to be grizzly proof, making it a must-have cooler on your 

next overnighter in bear country. 



TUNDRA 65

$297.49 $349.99

TUNDRA 75

$382.49 $449.99

TUNDRA 105

$407.99 $479.99

TUNDRA 110

Has a recommended 50-can capacity that makes it ideal for keeping your 

family and friends fed and hydrated during a tailgate, BBQ, or day at the 

beach or lake. the rectangle design has the flexibility to serve in a number 

of positions on board: it makes the perfect replacement for a standard 

marine ice chest, fits under most leaning posts, and can also be used as a 

seat in front of most center consoles. This YETI Cooler’s rugged, roto-

molded design and 2 inches of pressure-injected insulation will keep your 

goods frosty in all types of conditions. The integrated BullDog Strap Guides 

let you securely ratchet it down for safe transportation to and fro, while 

the DoubleHaul Handles make it easy to carry once you arrive.  

We designed the YETI Tundra® 105 with more height and a smaller 

footprint, so it takes up less room in your boat or truck bed. That extra 

altitude lets you stack your meats and drinks up high with enough room for 

a layer of ice on top. This body shape means greater capacity and longer ice 

retention than your standard cooler.

Model - YT75W/T

A heavy-duty generalist, equally adept at keeping your catches cold in the 

field or serving as the drink-and-food hub for a tailgate, party, or other 

times of general revelry. This ice chest is plenty roomy, holding the 

recommended 39 cans, a keeper redfish or a small quartered deer. 

Whatever you choose to chill, you know this top-quality cooler will keep it 

cold longer thanks to 2 meaty inches of insulation and our cold-keeping 

gasket. Dry ice compatibility allows you to keep everything frosty even on 

your longest excursions.  the durable polyethylene material can stand up to 

a variety of tasks again and again, and the integrated, self-stopping hinges 

scoff in the face of excessive use. The handles are made from marine-grade 

nylon rope with textured grips for easy carrying, even fully loaded.

Model - YR65W/T/B

Model - YT105W

It’s sized to fit all major raft frames snugly so your YETI doesn't end up in 

the drink. Plus this cooler holds enough food and beverages for longer river 

expeditions. Like all YETI Coolers, the Tundra 110 is built to last trip after 

trip, with the same roto-molded polyethylene construction used to make 

whitewater kayaks. Two inches of insulation and our freezer-style gasket 

mean you won’t have to constantly top it off with ice. Which is good, 

because you don’t pass too many convenience stores on the river.  



$424.99 $499.99

TUNDRA 125

$467.49 $549.99

TUNDRA 160

$577.99 $679.99

TUNDRA 250

$764.99 $899.99

Hooper Coolers
Hopper Flip 8

Model - YT250W

The perfect marine cooler for offshore sport or commercial fishing. It’s big 

enough to hold wahoo, tuna and amberjack, and the integrated tie-down 

slots keep your catch in place. The UV-resistant polyethylene material 

won’t fade or crack from being in the sun all day. Or month. Or year. Going 

by land? This hunting ice chest lets you pile in a quartered moose, elk or 

several deer, and the freezer-style gasket means your meat will stay fresh 

the whole trip.  its recommended 155-can capacity makes it the best cooler 

to use as a beer trough for tailgates, weddings, barn dances or especially 

awesome baby showers. No matter how you use it, the rugged design and 

pressure-injected insulation mean this heavy-duty cooler will be keeping 

your stuff cold time after time after time.

Model - YT125W

This marine cooler is made from the same roto-molded polyethylene as 

whitewater kayaks. And the molded-in, self-stopping hinges mean you’ll 

never have to replace a busted hinge again. Effective? You bet. Two to 

three inches of insulation, extra-thick walls and a freezer-style gasket mean 

you’ll spend more time doing what you love and less time restocking ice. 

Large? It is that. Whether you regularly bag big game or haul in gaffers, the 

YETI Tundra 160 hunting cooler and marine ice chest has enough room to 

hold an elk, multiple deer, or larger offshore species like cobia, grouper, or 

mackerel. Or the recommended 100 cans, in case you have a powerful 

thirst. 

Model - YT160W

Model - YT110W

Built from nigh-invulnerable roto-molded polyethylene and insulated with 

2-3 inches of pressure-injected polyurethane in the walls and lid, it’s your 

best bet for keeping ice on longer journeys. When used as a durable marine 

cooler, it offers ample space to hold the whole crew's limit of snapper, 

redfish or trout. Plus, it doubles as a seating bench to save room on board. 

And the No Sweat Design prevents you from having to bail water. It will 

hold the recommended 81 cans or dozens of hot dogs, hamburger patties 

and cold cuts. And like all YETI Coolers, the Tundra 125 is certified grizzly 

proof — whatever you stash in this chill chest will still be there come 

morning. 



$169.99 $199.99

Hopper Flip 12

$212.49 $249.99

Hopper Flip 18

$254.99 $299.99

Hooper Two 30

The Hopper™ Two is the evolution of YETI’s first soft cooler, the original 

Hopper. When we launched the Hopper, we created a portable, leakproof, 

and tough-as-nails cooler that delivered superior ice retention. But we 

wanted to push this portable cooler to the next level.

With some design changes, we increased cold-holding power, made loading 

(and unloading) much easier, made hauling more comfortable, and 

improved visibility. And those changes means for better days outdoors, 

which is what we’re all about. 

The Hopper Two 30 is still 100% leakproof and ready to tackle the wild, 

now with a wider opening and easier access.

Model - YHOPF12

The weekend is young, so pack up your new Hopper Flip 18 and head for 

the hills. The bigger build suits your larger hauls and longer expeditions. Set 

out with your lunch while you work for your dinner, and have a couple cold 

ones to kick back with after. Hopper Flip 18 is durable, leakproof and 

versatile with the HitchPoint™ Grid for tools and accessories. And like all 

YETI coolers, it’s equipped with superior insulation to keep the cold for 

days.

Model - YHOPF18

One of the joys of a day trip is traveling light. The Hopper Flip in a new 

smaller size is perfect for keeping your food and drinks cold while out in the 

field. The Hopper Flip 8 has the insulation power only a YETI can offer, and 

is engineered to be tough – because flying solo doesn’t mean you won’t get 

a little dirty. The Hopper Flip 8 is your new day trip MVP.

Model - YHOPF8

Say hello to the leakproof, tough-as-nails, carry-the-day soft cooler. Around 

here, we call it the Hopper Flip™ 12. Like the original Hopper™, the Hopper 

Flip 12 can withstand serious abuse in the field, even with everyday use. Its 

wide-mouth opening makes for easy loading and access to your food and 

drinks. Plus, its compact, cubed body allows for ultimate portability, never 

slowing you down. It’s the only personal cooler that’s game for full days in 

the tree stand, early mornings in the duck boat, or afternoons on the 

water.



$254.99 $299.99

Back Flip 24

$254.99 $299.99

Panga Dry Duffels
 50 Dry Duffel

$254.99 $299.99

75 Dry Duffel

$297.49 $349.99

100 Dry Duffel

$339.99 $399.99Model - YPAN100

This is a whole new category of waterproof. The Panga submersible dry 

duffel is an airtight gear fortress designed to take a beating. ThickSkin™ 

Shell stands up to any rough docks and rocky terrain you drag it down. And 

whether the kayak dumped or you trusted the wrong place to offload your 

gear, neither puddle nor wall of water will penetrate the sides, seams, or 

HydroShield™ Zipper and U-Dock™ super combo.

Model - YPAN75

Keep your gear dry on your overnight with the Panga 50. This fully 

waterproof dry duffel is designed to stand up to getting dunked and 

dragged while remaining 100% dry on the inside. Whether it’s strapped to 

you or the skiff, six QuickGrab™ Lash Points and DryHaul let you decide 

how to haul it. With Panga you’re prepared, whether you planned to be or 

not.

Model - YPAN50

Is anything you pack on a multi-night trek a non-essential? Probably not. 

That means everything from your sleeping bag to your left sock needs to be 

accessible and 100% dry. The new Panga 100 is our largest, absolutely 

waterproof duffel designed to take a beating. With two interior Stowaway 

mesh pockets, your keys, spare matches, and emergency flask can be found 

ASAP. So, take on the whitewater and don’t sweat the downpours. With 

the Panga 100, you’re on the right side of prepared.

Model - YHOPT30

The Hopper BackFlip™ 24 fuses the durability of the Hopper Flip® with a 

new, convenient-to-carry design. It's our first cooler engineered to carry as 

a backpack, using the best tech of both worlds. Built taller and wider than 

its Hopper Flip counterparts, Hopper BackFlip is designed to efficiently 

distribute the weight of your goods, while the ergonomic shoulder straps 

make the journey more comfortable. Even more, a removable chest strap 

and waist belt are included for added stability and security. And like the 

rest of the Hopper® family, it promises superior cold-holding, a 100% 

leakproof zipper, and a tough DryHide™ Shell. 

Model - YHOPBF24


